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Abstract  
Background: In recent years, the morbidity of Melanocytic Tumor, especially Cutaneous Malignant Melanoma, has been 
increasing year by year. Cutaneous Malignant Melanoma has been the most fatal skin disease owing to its high malignant 
level and proneness to metastasis. It is of great importance to establish the intellectualized classification and recognition 
for Melanocytic Tumor in the yellow race, in order to realize the early diagnosis and reduce the mortality for Cutaneous 
Malignant Melanoma.  

Methods: We adopted the polarized-light dermoscopy image technology; acquired the images of Melanocytic Tumor 
from the yellow race in a non-invasive way; proposed the algorithms of adaptive clustering segmentation and feature 
extraction; quantificationally analyzed the six features of Melanocytic Tumor images, including its asymmetry, 
eccentricity, border depressed rate, uniformity of radiation in transition area, color diversity and texture correlation; 
realized the classification and intellectualized recognition for benign or malignant Melanocytic Tumor, with the combined 
neural network classifier; verified the results by histopathology and statistical analysis. 

Results: Among the 642 images, the benign ones accounted for 82.4%, the malignant ones 17.6%. The sensitivity and the 
specificity of uniformity of radiation in transition area, texture correlation, border depressed rate and color diversity were 
from 86.73% to 95.58%, and from 97.3% to 100% respectively, which showed relatively high performance. The 
sensitivity and the specificity of asymmetry and eccentricity were from 41.59% to 47.78%, and from 69.91% to 76.99% 
respectively, which showed relatively low performance. The average classification accuracy for benign and malignant 
Melanocytic Tumor reached 93.65% by the multiple independent neural network classifiers, the difference of which was 

significant by chi-square test (χ2 = 4.51, P＜0.05).   

Conclusions: The polarized-light dermoscopy analysis technology is able to realize the feature classification and 
automatic recognition for benign or malignant Melanocytic Tumor in a non-invasive way. It will lay foundations for 
solving the key problem of early diagnosis and intellectualized recognition for Cutaneous Malignant Melanoma in the 
yellow race. 
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1 Introduction 
Cutaneous Melanocytic Tumor (MT) includes benign tumor, namely Melanocytic Nevus (MN), and malignant tumor, 
namely Cutaneous Malignant Melanoma (CMM). According to the statistics from the National Cancer Institute of The 
United States, the incidence of skin tumors, especially CMM, has been increasing all over the world.  

CMM has been the most fatal skin disease owing to its high malignant level and proneness to metastasis [1]. The ABCD has 
still been an often-used clinical method for the diagnosis of CMM, where A corresponds to asymmetry, B is border 
(irregular), C refers to color, and D corresponds to diameter (greater than 6mm). Since it is judged by human eyes, the 
diagnostic accuracy is only 67.26%. Although the pathological diagnosis is regarded as gold standard, it easily causes 
blood or lymphatic metastasis in addition to severe trauma, which will undoubtedly increase the mortality of CMM [2, 3]. 
The incidence of CMM in China is lower than that in other countries, but it has been increasing by 3% to 8% year after  
year [2], directly threatening the human beings’ health and life. Ashfaq A et al. [4] introduced the DB-Dermo Mips®, a 
dermoscopy image computer-aided diagnosis system for CMM; it mainly focused on the image segmentation and 
automatic recognition for CMM in the white race; the sensitivity was 93% to 99%; the specificity was 81% to 93%. 
Because of the various complexions from different ethnics, the reflection factors of image information are diverse [5, 6]. It 
will lead to significant diversity in the algorithms of image segmentation and feature extraction for CMM, which will 
directly influenced the precision of multiple quantitative parameters, the establishment of diagnostic standard and 
automatic recognition for CMM [7].    

In our study, we will adopt the technology of polarized-light dermoscopy image analysis; acquire the images of MT from 
the yellow race in a non-invasive way; propose the algorithms of adaptive clustering segmentation, feature extraction and 
quantitative analysis; realize the classification for benign or malignant MT; verify the classification results by 
histopathology and statistical analysis. This study may be reported for the first time in the international, which will lay 
foundations for solving the key problem of intellectualized recognition for CMM in the yellow race [7, 8].  

2 General data 
Cases, in accordance with the diagnostic standard of melanocytic lesion, were randomly collected in our hospital from 
June 2006 to June 2011, including congenital and acquired melanocytic lesions.   

Among the 642 qualified cases, 529 cases were MN, including 158 males and 371 females; the mean age was (52.4±44.9) 
years ranging from one to 87 years. While 113 cases were CMM, including 34 males and 79 females; the mean age was 
(58.7±50.4) years ranging from 21 to 87 years. The minimum and maximum diameters of lesions were 0.3cm and 7.34cm 
respectively.   

3 Instruments  
The Dermoscopy-Ⅱ  Image Diagnosis Workstation, jointly developed by Air Force General Hospital and Beijing 

Aerospace University, was adopted in our study and was abbreviated as Dermoscopy-Ⅱ below. The polarized-light 

dermoscopy image technology [9, 10] was used to obtain the images of MT in a non-invasive way. Then the processes of 
segmentation, feature extraction, classification and recognition for the images were completed by the computer.  
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4 Methods 
The patients, who were suspected with MT, were diagnosed by experienced clinicians at first. For the qualified cases, the 
information, such as history of the disease, gender, age and locations of the lesions, were recorded in detail. Then the 

technicians examined the lesions in target areas by Dermoscopy-Ⅱ ; performed image acquisition, storage and 

management; analyzed these images; divided them into suspected benign group and suspected malignant group according 
to the results. Meanwhile, biopsy was taken for the lesions in the same target area to make pathological diagnosis, and then 
the cases were classified into benign group and malignant group as well. The results between different groups were dealt 
with by experimental evaluation and statistical analysis, in order to ascertain the recognition rate, sensitivity and 

specificity for CMM by Dermoscopy-Ⅱ. 

4.1 The intellectualized image segmentation, feature extraction, classi- 
fication and recognition for CMM by Dermoscopy-Ⅱ 
(1) The algorithm of image segmentation for CMM in the yellow race [7] 

The adaptive clustering algorithm, based on the combination of self-generating neural network (SGNN) and improved 
genetic algorithms (IGAs), was adopted in our study. The algorithm involved three major steps: first, a group of optimal 
seed samples were selected through IGAs; second, these seed samples were taken as initial trees to generate the 
self-generating neural forest (SGNF) by training the rest samples based on SGNN; finally, every tree in the SGNF may 
denote a cluster in melanocytic tumor image to complete the clustering segmentation. 

(2) The method of feature extraction 

The feature extraction and quantitative analysis were performed according to the six features for images of CMM, 
including its asymmetry (AY), eccentricity (EY), border depressed rate (BDR), uniformity of radiation in transition area 

(URTA), color diversity (CD）and texture correlation (TC). 

AY 

In order to evaluate the AY of the lesion, first, the major axis orientation of the object (θ) is calculated by the formula 
below: 
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where pqμ  denotes  the ( p q+ )th order central moments of the object. 

Second, the object is rotated θ degrees clockwise to align the principal (major and minor) axes with the image (x and y) 

axes. The object is then hypothetically folded about the x-axis and the area difference ( xA ) between the overlapping folds 

is taken as the amount of asymmetry about the x-axis. The same procedure is performed for the y-axis. Two asymmetry 

measures are calculated from xA and yA  as follows: 
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where A  is the area of the lesion. Figure 1 shows the process of evaluating the AY of the object. 

 

Figure 1. Evaluating asymmetry of the object 

EY 

It can be defined as the distance between the centre of an eccentric and the axis in the target area. 

For the binary discrete image ( )f ij , if the object is '1', background is '0', then the central moments of the image is:  

                       
0 0( ) ( )p q
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i r j cμ = − −                                                             (4)  

where ( , )i j  denotes the value of the rows and the columns, and 0 0( , )r c  denotes the object centroid in the target area. 

This function only reflects the shape of the object while ignoring its gray level detail. The EY of the object is defined as: 
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BDR 

For the BDR of one lesion cancaveR
, the formula is defined as  
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where n denotes the number of depressed area of one object; il  is the span of the i th depressed area; RA means the area of 

depressed border. Figure 2(b) shows more intuitive explanation. cancaveR  represents the average depth of all depressed 

area of one object. 

 

Figure 2. The diagram of BDR for CMM 

URTA 

outerΓ  and innerΓ  indicate pixel sets of outer and inner border respectively;  ( , )i jD p p  denotes the distance between pixel 

ip  to jp . Thus, the minimum distance from outer border pixel ip  to inner border pixel jp  is defined as: 

                    min( ( , )), ,i i j i outer j inner
j

d D p p p p= ∈Γ ∈Γ                                                   (7) 

The mean and variance of the distance from outer border pixel to inner border is defined as: 
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where n denotes the number of pixel of outer border. It indicates the dispersion of distance from outer border to inner 
border. The process of evaluating the URTA of the object is shown in Figure 6(c). 

CD 

CD is an important indicator to evaluate whether the lesion is malignant or benign. For 3-Dimention histogram 

computation of lesion, the RGB color space is coarsely quantized into 16×16×16 bins. Defining ( , , )p i j k  as R/G/B 

components statistical probability, the ColorNum  distribution in the 3-Dimention histogram is defined as: 

16 16 16

1 1 1

( , , )
i j k

ColorNum h i j k
= = =

=                                                               (10)                 
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TC 

Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) ˆ ( , | , )P i j d θ reflects the general information of image grey level, involving 

orientation, neighborhood and magnitude of variance. The correlation of Co-occurrence Matrix indicates the orientation 
(row or column) similarity of elements of GLCM. The formula is defined as: 
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(3) The classification of MT based on combined neural network [7] 

In accordance with the characteristics of MT images, two kinds of neural networks with different operating mechanisms, 
BP neural networks and fuzzy neural networks, were employed as elementary tools to design and train individual 
classifiers with Adaboost method. The combined classifier of integrating with multiple individual classifiers of different 
structure neural networks was implemented by optimizing and learning the combination weights of individual classifiers. 
The process is shown in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3. The integration of multiple combined neural 

4.2 Pathological observation  
(1) MN 

It revealed that the nevus cells were usually arranged in nests. The nevus cells, containing melanin inside, were classified 
into clear nevus cell, epithelial nevus cell, lymphoid nevus cell and spindle nevus cell. The pathological image of MN was 
shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Pathological observation for MN by H.E X20 

(2) CMM 

The tumour cells revealed various patterns, such as polygon, small circles, spindle shape, bubble, branching shape and 
peculiarly shape, with or without pigment. The cells contained nucleus with large, irregular nucleolus and mitotic phase. It 
could be divided into melanoma in situ and invasive melanoma. The pathological image of CMM was shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Pathological observation for CMM by H.E X20 

4.3 Statistical analysis 
We adopted Dermoscopy-Ⅱ to test the characteristic conditions of URTA, TC, BDR, CD, AY and EY in MT, focusing on 

their occurrence and incidence in CMM. The data were analyzed by SPSS13.0 software and chi-square test was adopted 

for enumeration data. The difference was regarded as significant when P＜0.05 at the significant level 0.05.   

5 Results 
(1) After the process of image segmentation, feature extraction, combined neural network classification and data training 

for MT images by Dermoscopy-Ⅱ, satisfactory results were acquired. Among the 642 cases of MT, 113 cases were CMM, 

accounted for 17.60%; it was mainly used to test and describe the image features for CMM. Figure 6 was one of the 

examples of CMM, which was diagnosed as malignant lesion after the process by Dermoscopy-Ⅱ. The cases of MN were 

529, accounted for 82.40%, and Figure 7 was the example which was diagnosed as benign lesion after the same process 
mentioned above. 
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Figure 6. The lesion in voix pedis, diagnosed as CMM by Dermoscopy-Ⅱ. (a) was a rough picture of CMM; (b) was the 

same image by dermoscopy; (c) revealed the state based on (b) after the segmentation by Dermoscopy-Ⅱ; (d) was 

diagnosed as CMM based on (b) by combined neural network classification. 

 

Figure 7. The lesion in face, which was diagnosed as benign tumor after the process of image segmentation, feature 

extraction and combined neural network classification by Dermoscopy-Ⅱ. 
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(2) The analyses on the sensitivity and the specificity of feature recognition for CMM images by Dermoscopy-Ⅱ 

The cases were analyzed in light of image features by Dermoscopy-Ⅱ, and were compared with the diagnosis made by 

histopathology. Then the results were calculated by 2×2 table analysis, showing the sensitivity and the specificity of 

feature recognition by Dermoscopy-Ⅱ. According to the results showed in Tab.1, the sensitivity and the specificity of 

URTA, TC, BDR and CD for CMM were from 86.73% to 95.58% and from 97.35% to 100% respectively, showing 
relatively high level. While the sensitivity and the specificity of AY and EY were from 41.59% to 47.78% and from 
69.91% to 76.99% respectively, showing relatively low level.  

Table 1. The analyses on the sensitivity and the specificity of feature recognition for 113 cases of CMM 

Image 
feature by 
dermoscopy 

Classification 
and recognition  

by Dermoscopy-Ⅱ   
suspected benign suspected malignant 

sensitivity/％ specificity/％ 

Pathological 
diagnosis 

benign malignant benign malignant 

AY  79 66 34 47 41.59 69.91 

EY  87 59 26 54 47.78 76.99 

BDR  112 7 1 106 93.81 99.12 

URTA 
transitional 
region 

 110 15 3 98 86.73 97.35 

CD  113 5 0 108 95.58 100 

TC  111 9 2 104 92.04 98.23 

(3) The classification accuracy of MN and CMM, according to the image features of MT by Dermoscopy-Ⅱ, with 

combined neural network classification  

The 642 cases of MT were classified into MN group and CMM group by naked eyes, which were then verified by 
histopathology. Among the 113 cases of CMM, 76 cases were accordant in classification and 37 cases were not; its 

coincidence rate was 67.26% (76/ 113). While after the classification by the combined neural network of Dermoscopy-Ⅱ, 

106 cases were accordant in classification and 7 cases were not; the coincidence rate was 93.65% (106/113). According to 

the chi-square test, the coincidence rate of classification between the naked-eyes group and Dermoscopy-Ⅱ group was 

significantly different (χ2 = 4.51, P＜0.05). The classification accuracy by Dermoscopy-Ⅱ was 26.39% higher than that 

by naked eyes; its inconformity rate of classification was 6.19% (7/113), which might be caused by complicated or 
atypical features of CMM images by dermoscopy.   

6 Discussions  
At present, the most effective treatment for CMM is early recognition, early non-invasive diagnosis and timely resection, 
which is of decisive significance to guarantee the patients’ health and to reduce mortality [2, 3]. Consequently, the early 
diagnosis for CMM in a non-invasive way has been a globally popular topic.    

Thomas P. Habif [11] introduced that the ABCD rule for CMM by dermoscopy was first proposed by Stolz et al, namely the 
semi-quantitative method of asymmetry (A), border fuzziness (B), color variation (C) and different structural 
components(D); it played an important role in improving the diagnostic accuracy for CMM, but it was influenced by 
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subjective factors. Ashfaq A et al [4] introduced the DB-Dermo Mips®, a dermoscopy image computer-aided diagnosis 
system for CMM, which has played a positive role in promoting the diagnosis for CMM. Since the automatic and precise 
segmentation for images is the critical technology for the realization of automatic recognition for CMM [7], we adopted the 
polarized-light dermoscopy image technology in our study; acquired the images of CMM from the yellow race in a non- 
invasive way; proposed the algorithm of adaptive clustering segmentation based on SGNN; solved the problem about the 
sensitive training sequence of samples from CMM; confirmed the classification number adaptively without any manual 
intervention during the process; established the initial population scale for genetic algorithm at the same time, according to 
the size of the solution space; made dynamic regulation for genetic control parameters, including population scale, 
crossing-over rate and aberration rate, according to the individual changes during the evolutionary process, effectively 
improving the operating speed of algorithm and with good stability.   

This study puts forward the six features of image recognition and quantitative analysis of MT in the yellow race, which are 

conclued as follows. ①URTA: it represents the irregularity of CMM and non-uniformity of radiation, so the figure is 
relatively high. Comparatively, the width of strip in transitional region for MN is near and with uniform radiation, so the 

range and the variance are relatively small. ②TC: the figure of MN is relatively high because of the regularity and 

uniformity of its texture; the figure of CMM is relatively low due to the large change of its texture. ③BDR: it represents 
the average depth of all the depressed areas in one target of MT. Compared with MN, the depth of depressed area of CMM 

is larger, so it shows higher figure. ④CD: because of the various colors in CMM, the figure is relatively high, while the 

figure of MN is low. ⑤AY: the figure is relatively high because of the asymmetry of CMM lesion. ⑥EY: the figure is 
higher due to the irregular shape of CMM, and the figure is relatively low because of the regular shape of MN. In this 
study, the images of CMM show higher performance in the aspects of URTA, TC, BDR and CD, which are the common 
characteristics for most CMM images; the sensitivity and the specificity reach from 86.73% to 95.58% and from 97.3% to 
100% respectively; it plays an important value in the feature recognition for CMM. However, the sensitivity and the 
specificity of AY and EY are relatively low, which may be caused by the comprehensive statistical analysis for all the 
parameters in MT images. Because of the variety and complexity of the shapes and colors for CMM images, the 
manifestations in different anatomic locations are various. The morphological differences for MT images in palm plantar 
sites, where permanent friction or other physical stimulation is existed [4], or in recurrent lesions, which are caused by 
improper physical therapy (laser or microwave treatment), are greater. The sensitivity and the specificity of AY and EY for 
these lesions are relatively low, showing little clinical significance for the classification and the recognition of MT. Except 
for the factors mentioned above, the sensitivity and the specificity of AY and EY for the other MT lesions are relatively 
high. In our study, the sample size of lesions in the palm plantar site or the recurrent MT lesions is very small, so 
independent statistical analysis can not be adopted. In our future work, the sample size will be enlarged; researches will be 
taken according to the lesions in different anatomic locations and the features of recurrent MT, in order to further improve 
the classification rate and the recognition rate for CMM. 

For the sensitivity and the specificity of image features for CMM, we adopt combined neural network for the classification 
and the recognition of MT; the BP neural networks and fuzzy neural networks, which were employed as elementary tools 
to design and train individual classifiers with Adaboost method. The combined classifier of integrating with multiple 
individual classifiers of different structure neural networks is implemented by optimizing and learning the combination 
weights of individual classifiers [7]. In our study, the coincidence rate of classification reach 93.65%, 26.39% higher than 
that by naked eyes. The results has reached or exceeded the international research level in the white race. It has acquired 
satisfactory effect through experiment and clinical application.     

Owing to the great quantity of the yellow race, the vastitude in territory and the complicated types of image features of 
CMM, it is essential to increase the number of cases; to expand the source of database; to strengthen learning and 

optimized training on the multiple features of CMM by Dermoscopy-Ⅱ, based on the methods mentioned above, in order 

to develop the classification rate and recognition rate of CMM and lay solid foundations for the intelligent recognition and 
early diagnosis for CMM.  
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